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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we propose a segmentation system based on
the normalized ut framework proposed by Shi and Malik
(1997). The goal is to partition the image from a big pi ture
point of view. Per eptually signi ant groups are dete ted
rst while small variations and details are treated later.
Di erent image features | intensity, olor, texture, ontour
ontinuity, motion and stereo disparity are treated in one
uniform framework.

1. INTRODUCTION

There has been a large amount of work on image and video
segmentation. We will review some representative examples here. The most widely used segmentation algorithm
is edge dete tion [3℄. An edge dete tor marks all the pixels where there are big dis ontinuities in intensity, olor
or texture. The ue of ontour ontinuity is exploited to
link the edgels together to form long ontours [8℄. Texture information is en oded as the responses to a set of
linear lters [5℄. Another formulation for segmentation is
the variational formulation. Pixel similarities are de ned
lo ally, but the nal segmentation is obtained by optimizing a global fun tional [7℄. For motion segmentation, one
popular algorithm is the motion layer approa h | the goal
is to simultaneously estimate multiple global motion models
and their spatial supports. The Expe tation-Maximization
(EM) algorithm allows one to a hieve this goal by a gradient
des ent sear h [4℄.
Despite all the work above, there is no satisfa tory solution to image segmentation for natural s enes. The key
issues pertain to natural texture, weak ontrast edges and
ombining di erent ues together. In this paper, we propose a segmentation system whi h addresses these problems. Our system is based on the normalized ut framework
proposed by Shi and Malik [10℄. The goal is to partition the
image from a \big pi ture" point of view. Per eptually signi ant groups are dete ted rst while small variations and
details are treated later. Di erent image features | intensity, olor, texture, ontour ontinuity, motion and stereo
disparity are treated in one uniform framework.

2. SEGMENTATION USING NORMALIZED
CUTS

In this se tion, we review the normalized ut framework for
grouping proposed by Shi and Malik in [10℄. Shi and Malik
formulate visual grouping as a graph partitioning problem.
The nodes of the graph are the entities that we want to
partition, for example, in image segmentation, they will be
the pixels; in video segmentation, they will be a spa e-time
triplet. The edges between two nodes orrespond to the
strength with whi h these two nodes belong to one group,
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again in image segmentation, the edges of the graph will
orrespond to how mu h two pixels agree in intensity, olor,
et ; while in motion segmentation, the edges des ribe the
similarity of the motion. Intuitively, the riterion for partitioning the graph will be to minimize the sum of weights
of onne tions a ross the groups and maximize the sum of
weights of onne tions within the groups.
Let G = fV ; E g be a weighted undire ted graph, where
V are the nodes and E are the edges. Let A; B be a partition of the graph: A [ B = V ; A \ B = . In graph
theoreti language, the similarity between these two groups
is alled the ut:
ut(A; B ) =
w(u; v )
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where w(u; v ) is the weight on the edge between nodes u and
v . Shi and Malik proposed to use a normalized similarity
riterion to evaluate a partition. They all it the normalized
ut:
ut(A; B )
ut(B ; A)
N ut(A; B ) =
+
asso(A; V ) asso(B ; V )

P

where asso(A; V ) = u2A;t2V w(u; t) is the total onne tion from nodes in A to all the nodes in the graph. For
more dis ussion on this riterion, please refer to [10℄.
One key advantage of using the normalized ut is that
a good approximation to the optimal partition an be omputed very eÆ iently. 1 Let W be the asso iation matrix,
i.e. Wij is the weight between nodes i and j in the graph.
Let D be the diagonal matrix su h that Dii = j Wij , i.e.
Dii is the sum of the weights of all the onne tions to node
i. Shi and Malik showed that the optimal partition an be
found by omputing:
y = arg min N ut
yT (D W )y
= arg min
(1)
T

P

y

y Dy

where y = fa; bgN is a binary indi ator ve tor spe ifying
the group identity for ea h pixel, i.e. yi = a if pixel i belongs to group A and yj = b if pixel j belongs to B . N is
the number of pixels. Noti e that the above expression is
the Rayleigh quotient. If we relax y to take on real values
(instead of two dis rete values), we an optimize Equation 1
by solving a generalized eigenvalue system. EÆ ient algorithms with polynomial running time are well-known for
solving su h problems. Therefore, we an ompute an approximation to the optimal partition very eÆ iently. For
details of the derivation of Equation 1, please refer to [10℄.
1 Finding the true optimal partition is an NP- omplete
problem.

3. THE MASS-SPRING ANALOGY

As we have just seen, the Normalized Cut algorithm requires the solution of a generalized eigensystem involving
the weighted adja en y matrix. In this se tion, we develop
the intuition behind this pro ess by onsidering a physi al
interpretation of the eigensystem as a mass-spring system.
One an readily verify that the symmetri positive semide nite matrix (D W), known in graph theory as the
Lapla ian of the graph G, orresponds to a sti ness matrix
while the diagonal positive semide nite matrix D represents
a mass matrix. These matri es are typi ally denoted by K
and M, respe tively, and appear in the equations of motion
as
Mx (t) = Kx(t)
If we assume a solution of the form x(t) = vk os(!k t + ),
we obtain the following generalized eigenvalue problem for
the time-independent part,

Kv

k

= !k2 Mvk

in analogy to Equation (1).
The intuition is that ea h pixel represents a mass and
ea h onne tion weight represents a Hooke spring onstant.
If the system is shaken, tightly onne ted groups of pixels
will tend to shake together.
In light of this onne tion, the generalized eigenve tors
in Equation (1) represent normal modes of vibration of an
equivalent mass-spring system based on the pairwise pixel
similarities.2 For illustrative purposes, a few normal modes
for the lands ape test image in Figure 2 are shown in Figure
1, together with a snapshot of a superposition of the modes.
(a)

(b)
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(d)

Figure 1: Three generalized eigenve tors (v2 , v3 and v4 )
for the lands ape test image are shown in (a)-( ). As an
illustration of the onne tion between Normalized Cuts and
the analysis of mass-spring systems, a superposition of the
modes at an arbitrary time instant is shown in (d) as a
surfa e plot.
2 Note that sin e we assume free boundary onditions around
the edges of the image, we ignore the rst mode sin e it orresponds to uniform translation.

Using the mass-spring analogy, one an pro eed to dene a measure of similarity within the spa e of modes by
onsidering the maximum extension of ea h spring over all
time. We refer to this as the inter-group distan e. As des ribed in [2℄, the inter-group distan e between two pixels
i and j may be de ned as the following weighted L1 norm:
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Sin e the springs have large extensions between groups and
small extensions within groups, an obvious appli ation of
the inter-group distan e is to de ne a measure of lo al \edginess" at ea h pixel. Please refer to [2℄ for a more detailed
dis ussion of this idea.

4. LOCAL IMAGE FEATURES

In region-based segmentation algorithms, similarity between
pixels are en oded lo ally and there is a global routine that
makes the de ision of partitioning. In the normalized ut
framework, lo al pixel similarities are en oded in the weight
matrix W dis ussed in se tion 2. In this se tion, we will
des ribe how lo al pixel similarities are en oded to take into
a ount the fa tors of similarity in intensity, olor, texture;
ontour ontinuity and ommon motion (or ommon disparity in stereopsis).

4.1. Brightness, Color and Texture

We rst look at how we measure pixel similarities due to
brightness, olor and texture. Texture information is measured as the responses to a set of zero-mean di eren e of
Gaussian (DOG) and di eren e of o set Gaussian (DOOG)
kernels, similar to those used for texture analysis in [5℄. We
all the ve tor of lter responses the texture feature ve tor: utex = (f1  I; f2  I; : : : ; fN  I )T . Intensity and olor
are measured using histograms with soft binning. We write
the intensity/ olor feature ve tor as u ol . The ombined
texture and intensity/ olor feature ve tor at pixel i is thus
given by: ui = (uTtex ; uTol )T . This feature ve tor is normal^ i = ui =kui k. Noti e that
ized to have L2 norm equal to 1: u
ku ol k is approximatly equal to a onstant. The normalization step an then be seen as a form of gain ontrol, whi h
diminishes the ontribution of the intensity/ olor omponents when there is a lot of a tivity in the texture omponents. The dissimilarity between two pixels is then de ned
as:
dtex; ol = (u^i u^j )T  1 (u^i u^j )
Sin e we are measuring texture properties at a point, the
texture feature ve tors are di erent at the enter of a texel
than in the spa e between two texels. We introdu e the idea
of area ompletion, whi h modi es the dissimilarity measure
to essentially spe ify that the spa e between two texels on a
texture belongs to the same surfa e as well. We would like
to emphasize that using texture point properties together
with area ompletion is better than the traditional way of
averaging texture features in a large window, be ause it an
handle boundaries better.

4.2. Contour Continuity

Information about urvilinear ontinuity an also be inorporated into the similarity measure between two pixels.
Contour information an be omputed \softly" through orientation energy [6℄ (OE (x)). Orientation energy is strong

at an extended ontour of sharp ontrast, while it will be
weak at low ontrast gaps along the ontour. We enhan e
the orientation energy at low ontrast gaps by propagating
the energy from neighboring pixels along an extended ontour. The probability of propagation is derived from the
energy of the elasti a urve ompletion model [12℄. Orientation energy, after propagation, provides us with soft
information about the presen e of ontours. Intuitively, the
fa tor of urvilinear ontinuity says that two pixels belong
to two di erent groups if there is a ontour separating them.
The dissimilarity is stronger if the ontour is extended. Orientation energy allows us to apture this notion very easily.
Given pixels p1 and p2 , dissimilarity between them is high if
the orientation energy along the line joining them is strong.
Thus, if l is the straight line between p1 and p2 and x is a
pixel on l, we de ne the dissimilarity due to ontour ontinuity as:
dedg (p1 ; p2 ) = maxfOE (x) 0:5(OE (p1 ) + OE (p2 ))g
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As an alternative to this de nition, one an restri t the
evaluation of the orientation energy to points lying on edge
ontours. The edge ontours an be dete ted and lo alized
using, for example, zero rossings of the oriented se ond
derivative [9℄. Su h a de nition leads to sharper segmentation at the expense of a small amount of added omputation.

4.3. Motion and Stereo Disparity

For motion segmentation (or bino ular segmentation for a
stereo pair), the nodes of the graph are the triplet (x; y; t),
where (x; y ) denote image lo ation and t is time. The
weights between two nodes des ribe the similarity of the
motion at the two pixel lo ations at that time. We propose
to ompute these weights softly through motion pro le. Instead of trying to determine exa tly where ea h pixel moves
to in the next frame (as in opti al ow), we ompute a probability distribution over the lo ations where the pixel might
move to. Similarity between two nodes is then measured as
the similarity of the motion pro les.
This te hnique an be made omputationally eÆ ient
for long image sequen es by onsidering only a xed number
of image frames entered around ea h in oming image frame
in the time domain to ompute the segmentation. Be ause
there is a signi ant overlap of the image frames used to
ompute the segmentation from one time step to another,
we an use it to our advantage to speed up our omputation.
Spe i ally, when solving the generalized eigensystem using
the Lan zos method, the eigenve tors from a previous time
step an provide us with a good guess for the initial ve tors
at the next time step, and we an arrive at the solution very
qui kly. An example of the motion segmentation results for
the ower garden sequen e is shown in 4. For details, please
refer to [11℄.

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Results are shown in Figure 2 using texture and intensity
and in Figure 3 using ontour ontinuity. For more results, the reader is en ouraged to look at our Web site:
http://www. s.berkeley.edu/~jshi/Grouping/.
In this paper, we have proposed a oherent system for
image and video segmentation based on the normalized ut
framework. Sin e nding the best partition is equivalent to

omputing eigenve tors, the algorithm is eÆ ient. Moreover, there are many methods for multiresolution implementation of the segmentation. Due to spa e limitations,
details are omitted here.
A good image/video segmentation system has numerous appli ations. It has not es aped our noti e that the
segmentation system we have des ribed immediately suggests an eÆ ient method of image and video ompression.
Another major appli ation is image retrieval in large image
databases su h as in [1℄.
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Figure 2: Segmentation using intensity and texture. Original image shown on the left and the segments on the right.

Figure 3: Segmentation based on intensity and ontour ontinuity. Left: original image; middle: segments; right: boundaries
of segments.
(a)

(b)

Figure 4: Subplot (a) shows three of the rst six frames of the \ ower garden" sequen e along with the segmentation. The original
image size is 120  175, and image pat hes of size 3  3 are used to onstru t the partition graph. Ea h of the image pat hes are
onne ted to others that are less than 5 superpixels and 3 image frames away. Subplot (b) shows the 15th to the 18th frame of the
sequen e and the motion segmentation using tra king algorithm with the sliding time window method.

